Summer Programme Reflections 2021

Here are some reflections and a few images from our 2021 summer
programme. Select the link below to see the relevant report or scroll through
the document to see all the contributions.
 The first presentation took place on Monday 5th July when a near capacity
audience met in Clarke Foley for a talk by the u3a Railway Group
 On Wednesday 7th July, Peter Butler led a group to explore the prehistoric
rock art on Ilkley Moor.
 Angie Grain organised a stroll around Ilkley with a difference. Everyone
was encouraged to bring their sketch books.


Ilkley trees featured strongly during the second week. A talk on our urban
forest and two guided walks to see for ourselves. Thanks to Sue Stevens.

 Tuesday 20th July Alex Cockshott guided a group of 15 members on a tour
of the blue plaques in central Ilkley
 Circle Dancing Taster event Wednesday 21st July
 Church & Town. A heritage talk & tour: Thursday 22nd July with Carry Lynnot
 A walk along the waterfront in Leeds on Thursday 29th July

The first socially distanced presentation took place on Monday 5th July

A near capacity audience met in Clarke Foley for a talk by
the Railway Group.
The leader of the Railway Group, Robin Leleux, used
historical illustrations and readings from contemporary
articles and speeches to show how the coming of the
railways made a fundamental change to the social fabric
of the country in the Victorian era.

He described how the railways transformed everything from
the way the newspapers and the post were distributed
throughout the country, to the ability for city centre residents
to be provided with fresh fish for the first time.

Wednesday 7th July, Peter Butler led a group to explore prehistoric rock art on
Ilkley Moor. Thanks to Sue Butler for the photos and explanations.

The rock art of Ilkley is
known to experts and
enthusiasts worldwide.
The Haystack rock was the
first stop for the Summer
Programme rock art walk.

Some of the rocks are becoming
overgrown. Members discussed
whether it is better to leave them
hidden and protected from the
weather and modern rock carvers, or
to keep them clear for visitors to see.

Is it a carved mark or an artefact?

The cup and ring marks were
carved between probably during
the Stone Age between 2,000 and
4,000 BC. The carved rocks are
scheduled ancient monuments.

On Thursday 8th July, Angie Grain organised a stroll around Ilkley with a
difference. Everyone was encouraged to bring their sketch books.
Angie writes: We were fortunate to have a lovely sunny day + a 'full house' of participants
for the 'Stroll with a Sketchbook' session. To avoid anyone getting too bogged down with
details etc. we kept moving to a new location every ten minutes so that speed was of the
essence! We had to be really quick to capture an image before going on elsewhere.

Three opportunities to hear all about our trees in Ilkley during the second week
of Summer Programme. A talk on our urban forest and two guided walks to see
for ourselves. Thanks to Sue Stevens for this fascinating insight.

The invitation to give the talk was prompted by the work that Sue and her husband Neil
have undertaken to produce a series of tree trails in Ilkley. These can be downloaded here:
https://ilkleytrees.org.uk/treetrails/. Print copies are available from the Grove bookshop.

On Wednesday and again on
Friday, the talk was followed
by a guided tour along part of
the tree trail, starting off at the
Manor House and walking
down by the river and across
to the Lido. Who knew that a
horse chestnut tree gets its
name from the shape exposed
when a leaf is pulled from its
stem? Here are some images
from the walk on Wednesday
14th July which was repeated
for a further 20 members on
Friday 16th July.

Tuesday 20th July Alex Cockshott of Ilkley Civic Society guided a group of 15
members on a tour of the blue plaques in central Ilkley

Alex fulfilled her promise of
providing a physical tour of the Blue
Plaques when giving two talks via
zoom during lockdown.
But this was so much more than the
Blue Plaques as Alex used the
opportunity to explain where
changes had been made to our
surroundings over the years.
We were all richer for the
experience. Who knew why the road
leading downhill to the Coop is called
Chapel Lane or that the Crescent
Hotel had pleasure gardens that
stretched right up to Railway Road or
that a disgruntled Victorian guest
complained to the hotel that his train
to Leeds had been cancelled without
warning.
Some things never change!

Circle Dancing Taster event Wednesday 21st July
Summer Programme has traditionally been a time for Group Leaders to run “taster
sessions”. An opportunity to try out something. So thanks to Janet Lockwood for running
the Circle Dancing taster event on Wednesday 21st July when around a dozen members felt
confident enough to have a go.
No pictures from this session were available but here are some taken at one of the group
sessions in pre Covid times. Find out more about the group here.

Church & Town. A heritage talk & tour: Thursday 22nd July with Carry Lynnot
An opportunity to look around the Parish Church, understand its importance in the heritage
of our town and to see the impact of the redevelopment completed in 2019.
Sue Butler writes: A really excellent session - hot enough to worry about members falling
off their chairs during Carry’s initial presentation which she tried to make speedy.
Fortunately it was cooler in the church. The plan is for the church to open daily once they
are sorted after you-know-what - with volunteer ‘guides’ available on Saturdays.
Here is a link to a guide that you can use to plan your own
tour. Also some of the pictures from the guide that show
why this is such an interesting church to visit.

A walk along the waterfront in Leeds on Thursday 29th July
In contrast to the really hot days experienced on earlier
walks, the trip to Leeds was on a cool and quite windy
day. Fortunately the rain kept off during the whole 2
hour stroll and we even had the opportunity to have our
coffee stop outside by the river. A few photographs
from the day.

